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PART-A

Answer all questions

Each question carries 1 mark, *y+ for each incorrect answer

Study the table given below and answer the questions that follow (euestion Nos. I to 5) :

Satas of Books (ln thousand numbcrs.) rrom Sll( Brnnc*rer - 8r., 82, Ss, ga, BS lnO
86 of ! p$bllshhu Csmpnry h 20Oo rnd 2001,

srlrchaa 12004 rz{rof

What is the ratio of the total sales of branch BZ for both years to the total sales of
branch E}4 for both years?

(a) 2:3
(b) 3:5
(c) 4:5
(d) 7 :9

Total sales of branch E}6 foi botl the yeats is what.percent of the total sales of branches
83 for both the years?

(a) 68's4%

(b) 7l.tto/o

{c) 73'l7o/o

(d) 75.33o/o

3. What percent of the average sales of branches 81, 82 and El3 in 2001 is the average
sales of branches 81, Ei3 and 86 in 2000?

(a) 7s%

(b) 77'5o/o

(c) 82'5o/o

(d) 87'5o/o
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4. What is the average sales of a1l the branches (in thousand numbers) for the year 2000?

(a) 73

Fr 80

(c) 83

(d) 88

Total sales. of branches Eil, El3 and B5 together

numbers) is

(a) 250

(b) '310

(c) 43s -

(d) s60

Pmmotion
. 10% Tra$sportBtion

Cost
1006

3/83

for both the years (in thousand
5.

Thefollowingpie-chartshowstJrepercentagedistributionoftheexpenditure.in3lrre!.in
publishing a book. Study the pie-chart and answer the questions based on it (Question

Nos. 6 to 10) :

The followrng pie-charl shows the perrrenlage distribution of the expenditure incuned in

publrshing a book Study the pie-chart and the ansY{er lhe queslions based on il:

Vorlous Expendltures (in percentrge) tncurred ln Publlshing a B'ook

6. If for a certain quantity of books, the publisher has to pay Rs 30,600 as printing cost'

it 
"r, 

*r,*t will ie the amount of royalty to be paid for these books?

(a) Rs 19,450 :

(b) Rs 21,2O0

(c) Rs 22,950

(d) Rs 26,150
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8.

7. What is the central angle of the sector cgrresponding to the expenditure incurred on
royalty?

(a) 15"

(b) 24"

{c} 54"

(d) 48"

The price of the book is marked 20dlo ahove the CP. If the marked price of the book is
Rs 180, then what is the cost of the paper used in a single copy of the book?

(a) Rs 36

(b) Rs 37'50

(c) Rs 42

(d) Rs 44.25

9. If 5500 copies are published and the transportation cost on them amounts to
Rs 82,500, then what should be the selling price of the book so that the publisher can
eari a profit of 25o/o?

{a) Rs 187.5O

{b} Rs 191.5o

{c) Rs 175

{d)' Rs 180

1(}. Royalty on the book is less

{a} Solo

{b) .3L o/o

35

than the printing cost by

4i8'3

(c)

td)

20%

25%
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Dlrectloas : {Q. Nos. 11-15) : Each of the questions below consists of a question and two state-

ments numbered (I) and (II) given below it, You have to decide whether the data provided in the

statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the statements end give answer :

If the data in stateinent (I) alone are sufficient to answer the question, whili: the data in
statement (lI) alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

If the data in statement (II) alone are sufficient to answer the (uestion, while the data in
statement (I) alone are nol suflicient to answer the question'

If the data in both statements (I) and (II) even together are noi sufficient to answer the

If the data in both statements (I) and (II) together an:e necessary to answer the question.

P is in which direction of Q?

{I} S is to the west of Q, which is to the east of T'

(II) R is to the south of T, which is to the south of P.

In a,certain code language, what does 'rose'mean?

(D 'ho nu ma' means 'rose and apple' in that code language.

tns 'rose is beautiful'in that code language'(II) 'po do ho' means 'rose is beautift

Who amonB A, E, I, O and U is the tallest?

(I} I is taller tha.n A, O and E but.shorter than U'

(U) O and E are shorter than U but taller than A and I.

M, N, O, P and Q are seated around a circular table facing the centre. Who is on the

immediate right of N?

(l) P is sitting between O and M.

(II) N is on tl.e immediate right of M'

What is the relation between F and J?

(! X has two daughters, one of whom is F.

(11) The mother of F, Y.has only two daughters, one of whom, K, is married to J.

5183,

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

11.

t2.

13.

14'

15.
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"Dlrectlou (Q. Nos. 1G2O) : Read the following information.carefully and answer the questions
given below it :

Four sttrdents P, Q, R and S each working under the supervision of one of the four professors A,
B, C and D made their final year MBA project presentations one by one, one each in the areas of
finance, marketing, systems and human lesource management (HRM). Each professor is an
expert in only one of the above areas and supervised exactly one of the above students in his
own area. The following are the elues :

2. Prof. B works in finance'

3. Prof. D was P's supervisor

4. The last presentation was in the systems area.

5. S's project uras in the HRM area.

6. Prof. B,s student,s presentation followed that of Frof. c's student.

16.

L7.

18.

19.

In which area was R's project?

(a) Marketing (b)

(c) Systems' (d)

What is the area of expertise of Prof. D?

(a) HRM.

. (c) Systims

In which area was the second presentation?

(a) Finance

(b) Marketing

{c) Systems

(d) Cannot be determined

Which student's project did Prof' B supen'ise?

(a) a tb)

(c) s (d)

What is the area of expertise of Prof. A?

(a) HRM

(b) Systems

(c) Marketing

(d) Either Marketing of HRM

6/83

Finance

HRM

(b) Marketing

(d) Finance

R

P
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. PART-B

SECTION_A

( Biolory and Bioinf,orrnatics I

2L. Conversion of lactate tq pyruvate results in

(a) gain of one electrbn

tb) gain of two electrons

(c) loss of one eleetron

(d) loss of two electrons

22. Which of the following arnino acids are both glucogenic as well as ketogenic?

29,

(a) A

(b) I

("1 K

lo'
In which of the following compounds does the carbon of the fi.rnctional group exist in

the highest oxidation state?

(b) Ketone

{c} Carboxylic acid

(d) Alcohol

As a person enters the fasting state, which of the following events occur?

(a) Both glucagon and epinephrine increase

(b) Glucagon increases and epinephrine decreases

(c) Glucagon decreases and insulin increases

(d) Both glucagon and insulin increase

A gene has a promoter as well as an enhancer located upstream,of it for gene

exjression. lf one designs the same gene in the following cases, in which case the gene

wiil express?

(a) Inverted the promoter and the enhancer both

(b) Inverted the promoter not the enhancer

(c) Inverted the enhancer not the promoter'

(d) ' Deleted the promoter and retained the enhancer

24.

25,

7lsg
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28.

26. To identify an individual by DNA analysis'of their blood, investigators look for

(a) DNA fingerprints

(b) primers

(c) probes

(d) Nucleosomes

27, Viruses are devoid of

(a) cytoplasm

(b) .RNA

(c) proteins

(d) DNA

What is the function of microtubules in relation to cell division?

(a) Chromosomemovement

(b) DNA replication

(c) Chromosome formation

(d) Protein s5rnthesis

29. Which of the following of the DNA polymerising reaction products'is detected during

pyrosbquencing method of DNA sequencing?

(a) PPi

(b) ATP

. (c) The growing DNA chain

(d) DNA Primer

30. Innate immunitY is

(a) antigen*antibodYreaction

(b) specific reaction to infectious agent

(c)responsibleformemoryagainsttheinfectiousagent

(d) first line of defence against infectious agents

8/83



31. In prokaryotes, mFtNAs are

(a) monocistronic

{b} polyciltronic

(c) both monocistronic and polycistronic

(d) noncistronics

Which of the follov/ing organelles disappears during cell division and reappears once the
daughter cells are fo. rmed? 

.

(a) Lysosomes

(b) Golgi

(c) Peroxisome

(d) Mitochondria

A temperature sensitive mutant of E. oligrows at 30 degree but not at 42 degree due to

. *p*"ifi" mutation in a gene. This could be due to which of the following reasons?

(a) The gene is not expressed at 42 degree

(b) The gene product (protein) is misfolded at 42 degree

(c) The gene is deleted from the chromosom e at 42 degree

(d) Increased. temperature kills bacteria in many ways

Resolution in the two-dimensional protein gel is based on

(a) isoelectric points of the proteins

(b) size of the proteins

(c) both isoelectric pbint and size of the proteins

(d) 
.on 

the hydrophoblc property of the proteins

33.

34.

35. Holliday intermediates are formed during

(al double-strand break rePair

(b) thymine dimer'rePair

(c) base excision rePair

td) repair of nicked DNA

e/83
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36. Spirulina is an example of

(ai biopestieide

(b) biofertilizer

(c) edible fungi

(d) single-cellprotein

37. The diploid phase in the life-cyele of Spirpgqra is represented by

(a) female gamete

(b) zygospore

(c) aplanospore

td) akinete

3S. According to starch hydrolysis theory of stomatal movement

{a} increase of pH results in conversion of starch to sugar

{b) decrease of pH results in conversion'of -starch to sugar

{c} increase of pH results in decrease of TP

(d) 
. 
decrease of pH results in increase of TP

39. Alleles for the same trait occupy

ta) same locus on different chromosomes

Ib) same locus on homologous chromosomes

(c) different loci on same chromosomes

(d) different loci on heterologous chromosomes

4O, Proline is _- amino acid.

{a} an aromatic

(b) a basic

{c) an acidic

td) a heterocyclic

10/83
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42.

41. Malpighian cells are

(a) Brachysclereids

tb) Macrosclereids

(c) Astrosclereids

{d} Trichosclereids

Olecranon process is a kind of

(a) investing bone

(b) membrane bone

{c} cartilaginous bone

(d) sesamoid bone

Haversian canals are found in

(a) . spinal chord

(b) brain

(c) long bones

(d) sponge

Keeping in view the tluid mosaic model'for the structure of the cell membrane, which
ona of the following staternents is correct vrith respect to the movement of lipids and
proteins from one lipid monolayer to the other {{lip-flop movement)?

(a) Both lipids and proteins can flip-flop

{b} While lipids can rarely llip-flop, proteins cannot

(c) While proteins can flip-flop, lipids cannot

(d) Neither proteins nor lipids can ftip-flop

+5. Which onr* of the following pairs of plant structures has haploid number of
chromosomes?

(a) Megaspore mother cell and antipodal cell

(b) Egg cell and antipodal cell

(c) Nucleus and antipodal cells

{d} Egg nucleus and secondary nucleus

r 1/83
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45.

SECTION_B

{ ChemtstrY }

The azide ion !'la- is isoelectronic with which of the following?

(a) Noz

(b) No;

coz

soz

{c}

(d)

47, If the force exerted on a particle is negative to its displacement,
example of

{a} harmonicoscillator

(b) Morse function

(c) anharmonic oscillator

this is an

td) Not possible to say from the given information

48. A reaction is at equilibrium in a closed container at a fixed temperature. Which of the
follotring statements is true at equilibrium?

. (a) M=O

(b) AG=0

(c) AS=0

(d) AH=0

49. If the Hamiltonian for JV particles can be written as the sum of the Hamiltonians for
individual particles, then tJ.e wave function of the N particles can be written as

. (c) sum of the individual wave functions

(b) product of the individual wave functions

(c) square of the product of the individual wave functions

individual' rrave functions{d} square of the sum of the :

t2/83
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50.

5.2.

53.

In which of the follo,wing reactions

o
NaBH"

is an enol an important intermediate?

OH

(a) n.$cH.

tb) -,^L.7CH3HsC

Br

51.

n3c^{cH.

OHBr^ I

--...r-+ 
./-.-.aCHtHzO HsC I

Br

(d) H3cvLcHB 1':HlysBr'diethvl ru".{}4}

The half-life of lac is 5730 years. The IaC activity of living material is approximately
920 decays/hr per.gram of carbon. A fragment of wool fabric from an archaeological site
has an'activity of 680 decays/hr per gram of carbon. The approximate date of the
sample is

(a) AD 19s0

(b) soo BC

(c) 3700 Bc

(d) s70o BC

The rate of an Sr2 reaction run in a polar aprotic solvent relative to the same reaction
in a polar protic solvent would be

(a) the same

(b) slower

(c) faster

(d) unpredictable

How many norma.l modes of vibration CoH, has?

(a) ls

(b) 12

(c) 11

(d) t4

r3183
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Work done in the free expansion of an ideal gas is zero, because

{a} the intermolecular forces are zero

(b) there is no friction

(c) external pressure acting oa the system is zero

(d) perfect vacuum cannot be created

Which 9f the following bonds will have the highest frequency of vibration?

(a) c-H (b) C;-c

(c) C-o td) C-Br

56. For the reaction

2ct1$ -+cl2{$

(aI AG, AH and AS are Positive

(b) AG, AH and AS are negative

(cl AG and AIf T" negative and AS is positive

(d) AG is negative and AI{ and AS are positive

5?. If ACo is zero for a reaction, then

(a) AH=O

(b) AS= O

(c) K=O

(d) K=l
( K = equilibrium constant )

SB. On the basis of LCAO-MO theory, the rnagnetic characteristic of N2 and Nl are

(a) both diamagnetic

(b) both paramagnetic

(c) N, diamagnetic.a:rd Nl paramagnetic

(d) N, parama€netic and N! diamagnetic

Which of the following has largest radius?

(a) cl-
(b) Na+

L4/83

54.

5D.

59.

tb) K+

{d} s-
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60. Which of the following does not have a threefold rotational axis of symrnetry?

{a) CH+ F) BCl3

(c) CCIF. td) ClF3

Which of the following compounds would have the highest boiling point?

{ai CH3CH2CHzCHg {b}' CH3NH 2

(c) CH.OH {d) eHzF2

62, How are the following compounds related?

61.

HHtt
H_C-C-O_HtlHH

(a) IsoelectronicsPecies

(b) Isotopes

(c) Isomers

{d} These compounds are aot related

HHt..t
H-C_O.:-C-Ht"lHH

at all ... they are totally different

6A, What is the.total number of sigma bonds found in the following compound?

Ct{3-CH:C--CH-CgC-H

(a)

tc)

Which of the following nuclei will

(a) lo

(c) '3c

(b) 10

{d} 1s

have a magnetic moment?

tb) ,30

(d) ??s

I

11

64.

65. Which of the foltowing compounds is the strongest Bronsted base?

(a) CH+

tb) NHs

(c) HzO

(d) HF

15/83
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66. Which hydrogen atoms in the following compound are the most acidic?

3. CH3-CH2-C-CH3
(a) {b} (c)

67, What is the major product of the fotlowing reaction?
oll NaeH

CU.-C-CH2-CHr -;$' ?" cHsoH

(a) S-2-butanol

(b) R-2-butanol

(c) A racemic mixture of 2-butanol

(d) The hemiketal of 2-butanone and methanol

68. Which of the fotlowing alkenes would have the I

(d) Not possible to say

.. . 2-hydro4y-2 -metho>rybutane

(a) o
(c) o

argest absorbance wavelength?

.-\

\)

,Att
\_/

(b)

(d)

Why is the orygen-hydrogen absorption of CH'OHsuch a broadband in the infrared?

(a) Rotational energy levels broaden the absorption

(b) Hyperconjugation resonrutce broadens the absorption

(c) Resonance broadens the absorption

(d) Hydrogen bonding broadens the absorption

?O. Which of the following moleeules does riot have a net dipole moment?

(a) Hzo (b) NHs'

(c) BFs (d) BrF,

r.6/83
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72.

74,

76,

SEc"noH

( Phystcr I

The Poisson bracket of two constants of motion is itself a constant of motion

(a) Only when the two constants are not explicitly dependent on time

{bl Never

(c) Always

(d) Only when one of the constants is aero

A cylinder is filled with water of density d up to a height lu If the beakbr is at rest, the
average pressure at the walls is

(a) o

(b) hds

(c) hd.s/2

(dl hrsl6

T\po rods of the same length and material transfer a given amount of heat in 12 seeonds
when they are joined end to end. But when they are joined lengthwise, they will transfer
the same amount of heat, in the same conditions, in

(a) 24 s

(b) 3s
(c) l'5 s .

(d) 48 s

An.iron needle floats on the surface of water; This phenomenon is attributed to

(b) viscosity

(c) surface tension

(d) gravitationalforces

A bqat having a length 3 m and breadth 2 m is floating on a lake. The boat sinks by
I cm when a man gets on it. The mass of the man is

(a) 60 kg

(b) 72ks

(c) 12 kg

(d) 128 kg

L7l&s



?6.

11.

7fJ.

79.

2:l
L:2

A constant torque acting on a uniforrn circular wheel changes its angular mome,ntum
from Ao to 4Ao in 4 seconds. The magnitude of the torque is

(a) 3Ao 14

(b) Ao

(c) 4Ao

(d) tzAo

A thin circular ring of mass M and radius r is rotating about its axis with a constant
angular velocity o. TWo objects, each of mass m are attached gently to the oppbsite
ends of a diameter of the ring. The ring now rotates with an arrgular velocity of

(a) aM.l lM + ml

(b) $lM *2ml /(M +2ml

(e) aM l{M +Zml

(d) to{M + 2m) / M

Two small drops of mercury, each of radius r, form a single large drop. The ratio of
surface 

"r,.rgi 
before and after this change is

(a) l:2't o

(b) 2U3 : L

(c)

(d)

80.

A body"cools from 50'C to 49'9 oC in 5 s. How long will it take to cool from 40 "C to
39'9 oC? (Assume the temperature of the surroundings to be 30 "C and Newton's Iaw of
cooling'to be valid.)

(a) 2'5 s

(b) 10 s

(c) 20s 
,

(d) 5s

Electric current may be expressed in which one of the following units?

(a) Coulomb/second

(b) Joule/coulomb

(c) Coulomb/volt

(d) Ohm/second

18/83
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82,

g1. Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction described how an electric field can be

produeed at a point in sPace bY

(a) a changing magnetic field

(b) a constant magnetic lield

(c) an electric charge

(d) a steadY current

For the hydrogen atom, which series describes etectron transitions to the N = 1 orbit,

il; ;;i .t.-try electron orbit?

(a) Lyman series

(b) Balmer series

(c) Paschen series

{d) Pfund series

83.Which.of'thefollowingisanexqmpleofDopplereffect?

(a) sudden drop in pitch as a moving sound source passes a listener

(b) Continuous drop in pitch as a moving sound source approaches a listener

{c) Sudden increase in pitch when a moving listener is moving away from a sound

source

td) sudden increase in pitch when a moving sound source is moving away from a

listener

84. Work is equal to which of the following?

(a) The dot product of force and displacement

(b) The cross product of force and displacement

(c) The product of force and time

td) Force divided bY time

85. In radioaetive decay, the emission of an electron is characteristic. of

(a) beta decaY

(b) alpha decaY

(c) gamma decaY

(d) X.rals

19/83
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86. Which of the following does

(a) Sound waves

tb) Gamma rays

(c) Magnetic waves

(d! Radio waves

not travel in a vacuum?

87, Which wave hds the highest frequency?

(a) Ultraviolet waves

(b) Microwaves

(C) Irrfrared waves

(d) Radio waves

88. The work done by i friction force is

(a) always negative

, fUt always positive

. (c) always zero

(d) Either positive or negative. depending upon the situation

89. A rnan throws a rock at a 6O degree angle with thi horizontal at an initial velocity of
l0 m/s, How high does the rock go?

(a) 5'84 m

(b) 10 m

(c) 6m

(d) 6'1m

An electromagnetic wave is alwags

(a) transverse

tb) longitudinal

(c) polarized

(d) spherical

20les

90.
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91. Fol an inlinite sheet of positive charge, the electric {ield lines

(a) are perpendicular to the sheet of charge

(b) ruh parallel to the gheet of charge

(c) make an angle of 45 degree of the sheet of charge

(d) fall off as one over r squared

Ice skating is possible and practical because of a property of water, which is

(a) the melting point decreases with increasing pressure

(bl lce readily subtimes

(c) ice is a good thermal insulator

(d) the coellicient of kinetic friction of steel on frozen water decreases with decreasing

temperature 
: :

Gauss, law of electricity, Gauss' law of magnetism, Faraday's law of induction and

Amperes, law form the basic equations of electromagnetism. This combination is

cotlectively

(a) Morwell'sequations

(b) Gauss' equations

(c) Volta's eguations

(d) Fermi's equations

92,

95.

F.or an object moving in uniform,circular motion, the direction of the instantaneous

acceleration vector is

(a) directed radiallY inward

(b) tangent to the Path of motion

(c) equal to zero

(d) directed radiallY outward

ro 1l l-o -ilo, =Lr ol, o, =1, oJ, ", =[: -1,], 
,=[: :]

Cbnsider the Pauli spin matrices ox, o, and o, and the ideatity matrix I given above,

The commutator [o, oyl=oxoA-oy6, is equal to which of the following?

(a) I
tbl 2b *

lcl 2io u
(d) 2b 

"

2rlas
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.SECTION-D

( Mathematics I

The three planes 2x+3y'z*2= 0, 3x+ 3y+ z*4 = O and x- A+22-5=O

(a) intersect in a plane

(b) form a prism

(c) intersect at a Point

(d) None of the above

i0 r

e7. l-1 0

i r -1

{a} I

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 0

-1 lt lisol

Io 1 1l
e8. rf A=l i o 11,

Ir 1 o]

(a)

(b) -2

(c) t 12

(d) -Ll2

the det(A-i) is

Distance between the point @ - 3, al 'and any

x2 +a2 +22 *4*+6y*82+4=0is

(a) 4

tb) s

(c) 6

td) 7

22188

99. point on the surface
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1oo. A class contains of 10 men and 20 women of which half the men and half the women

have brown eyes. The probability p that a person chosen at random is a man or has

brown eyes is given as

(a) 2/3
(b) t l3
(c) 2/5
(d) sl2

1O1. Six married people are standing in a room' Two people are chosen at random' The

probability ;r that one is a malJ and one .is a female is

(a) 6ltt
(b) 4ls
(c) 2/s
(d) 3/8

1O2. Assuming binomial distribution, the expected nrjmber of correct anss/ers obtained by

guessing in a 3o-question true'false test is given as

(a) ls
(b) 20

(c)

(d) 10'

1O3. If the point ($ k) lies on the line with slope m = -2 passing through the point {? 5),

then k is
(a) 3

(b) s

(c) 4

(d) 1

1O4. The derivative of tlie function/(t)=

-P.fi +z{Vl
(r2l

-r.tt +?{7t
t

-tJi *{Vt
It2l

-1,.f + st/Fl
IfI_-

26
-+- 

lsJi lti
grven by

(a)

(b)

tc)

(d)

2s/8s
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1o5' lf @ 4, Q, - 4land (q 4 *e the three vertices of a rectangle, then the fourth vertex is
(a) (q -4)
(b) (4, - s)

(c) (q 4)

(d) (6 - s)

106. The first three terms

(a) t-2x +2x2

(b) l+2x +2x2

(cl 2-2x +4x2

(d) r-2x +4x2

r3xLo7. lTr* r"

' (ai p l2ltnlx2 +21

(b) 2lnlxz +21

tc)' 3lr.rlx2 +Q

(d) ls l2lrnlx2l

10g. ,'* 2x2+l-,"
. r-'€ 6+ X - 3X'

(a) -.213

(b) 2/3

, (c) -L 13

(d) 2/5

1O9. The general

(a) (-tln +t

in the'Taylor expansion of f (xl = e-2n is

tern

n2

n3+1

representing the sequence t/2, 419, 9128, -16165 is

(bt

(c)

(dl

F\n+r n?
n

1-4n+r -1-n!

?\" !2
no+1

24/as
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11O. If y=e-xln1x1, then the double derivative of gwith respect to x is

(a) -*.(1.*-''ta)

(b) -*.(1*I*',,t4)

(c) "-'(?*4-rnfdl\xx')

(d) -u--(!*4-rn(dl
\xxo)

11r. ,t 
"tU 

= 2 and F(n)= r(n- ! *)to, all integers

-b\- I is invertible under matrixa)
(a -b\
[, ")

t (" b')

o2 *62\-b a)

multiplication, then its inverse is

t (-b a\(b) o':--r I

, c.a-a2\a b)

(a b\(d) 
[_o "J

n> 1, then F(101)=

50

52

9**

v*x

("i 4e

(c) sl

(b)

(d)

ttz.
''[;

(a)

(c)

1fB, If b > 0 and if Jjx * = [X*'dx, then the area of the shaded region in the figure below is

x=b

. (a)

(c)

1
6

I
3

1

n
1

4

(b)

(d)

26183
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1OO. A class contains of 10 men and 20 wornen of which half the men and half the women

have brown eyes" The probability p that a person chosen at random is a man or has

brown eyes is given as

(a) 213

(b) t 13

(c) 215

(d) 3/2

1O1. six married people are standing in a room. TWo peopte are chosen at random' The

probability p that one is a mdJ and one is a female is

(a) 6/tt
(bl 4le
(c) 215

(d) s/8

1O2. Assuming binomial distribution, the expected nrimber of correct answers obtained by

guessing in a 3o-question true"false test is given as

(a) 1s

(b) 20

(c) s

(d) 10'

1O3. If the point (3, k) lies on the line with slope m = -2 passing through the point {l 5)'

then h is
(a) 3

(b) s

(c) 4

(d) t

1O4. The derivative of tl.e function/(t)= is given by2.6
T*w

(a)

(b)

(c)

{d)

-1Ji + z{Vt
(r2)

of7
-(Jt + 2<lt'l
-t

{Vt1Jr +

(r2)
-_

-(JI + st/t21

$21

23/8s
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1O5. ff(Z q,@ -41and (q 2l are the three vertices of a rectangle, then the fourth vertex is
(a) (q -4)
(b) (4, - s)

(c) (5 4)

(d) (6 - s)

1O5. The first three terms in the'Taylor expansion of f {xl= e-2r is

(a) L-2x +2x2

(b) L+2x +2x2

(c) 2-2x + 4x2

(d) t-2x +4x2

t3x1O7. I o* a. i"

(a) {3l}lnlx2 +21

(b) 2ln(xz +21

(c)' 3ln(x2 +21

(d) 13 /zl!n{x2l

1og. ,'* 2t2*l=i"
. /r-t€ 6+ X - 3Xz

(a) -.2/3

(b) 2ls
(c) -L /3
(d) 215

sequenc€ t/2, 419, 9128, -16165 is1O9, ?he general terrn representing the

(a) (-rto*r 
*

1-4o*t t'n
1-qn+r 

l-
nl

(-0" 32
no+1

{c)

(dl

24/as
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11O. lf y=s-xln(x), then the double derivative of g with respect to x is
/r

(a) -"-'(?++-rn(d'l\xx')

(b) '*.(?.i.rn(x))

(c) "-'(?*4-rntd'I\xx")
'',* 

^ -rn(x)'l(d) _"_,[; 
xo )

111, If F($ = 2 and

{a} 49

{c) sl

Ftn)=.F{n-I*} fot all integers n> 1, then F.(10!=

(b) so

(d) 52

(a -b\I.L2. If [.; o J 
i" it""ttible under matrix

(a) 
[, ")

(c) a+ptr:)

multiplication, then its inverse is

(b) _+(: z), a"-

(d) (:, ?

1tg. If b > 0 and if Jjx * = I| *' dx, then the area of the shaded reglon in the figure below is

a

2518s

(b) 
*

(d) t
ra) ia

(e) i

a=*
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1 14. If the figure below is the .graph of y = f 'lxl, which of the following could b,e the graph of

s= f(xl?

11q. Consider the following sequence of instructions :

1. Setk=ggg,i=1andp=0
i. If k > i then go to step 3; otherwise go to step 5

3. Replace i with 2i and replace p with p + 1

4. Go to step 2

5. Print p

If these instrucUons are followed, what number will be printed at step 5?

(b) 2

td) s12

26183,

tb)(a)

(d)(c)

(a) 1

(c) 10
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116. Which of the following indicates the graph of {]sint, cost) : - * = 
t < o} in the xy-plane?'t'21

(bl 
x

(d) losJl

118. If S is a nonemptv finite set with k elements, then the nimber of one-to-one functions
from Sonto Sis

{a) k!

(c) ' kk

(b)

(d)

rrz. [|;ft*=
(a) 1

(c) ,*-'*

(b) k2

(d) 2k

119. l*t g be the function delined on the set of all real numbers by

gwl =[ 
r - :1 

* 
:t 

rational

Irt if x is irrational

Then the set of numbers at which g is continuous is
(a) the empty set

(b) {0}

(c) {U

tO) the set of rational numbers

LzO. Let Bbe a nonempty bounded set of real numbers and'let b be the least upper bound of
B. If b is agt a member of B which of the following,is necessarily true?

(a) B is closed

(b) B is not open

(c) b is a limit point of B -

(d) No sequence in B converges to b

27 /8s
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SEc"iloN-E

{ CoaPuter Sclence I

lzt. bonsider the following pseudocode of the recursive function goAgain :

//assume N is a.Positive integer
integer goAgain (integer a, integqr N)

" begin
if (N==1) then

else ! '

, return a + goAgain (a, N/2)
end

What is the order of growth, as a function of N, of the number of times the function

goAgain is recursivelY executed?

(a) logN

(b) N

(c) N logN

(d) N2

,ses an array a[] = [1 :ore its elements'L22, Consider a binary heap that uses an array a [] = [9, 7, 4, Z 6 t 3] to sl

What wi[ be the values of the remaining elements in the array after one delete-max

operation from the heaP?

(a) l7,4,Zq L 3l

(b) l7,4,6qLq
(c) 17,4,6? q q

td) 17,64,?g{

L23. Assume that any n-bit positive integer x is stored as a linked list of bits so that the first

element of the list is the least significant bit. For example, x 14 111O, is stored as the

linked. list 0, 1, l, 1 of size n 4. For this data structure, the operation that replaces x by

lx/8lcan be done in

(a) 1 step

(b) log n steps

(c) n steps

(d) nlog n stePs

2el8s
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(a) )&c,+ Agx

(c) x* V*.x

(b) *3a2*

(d) r;lc* lx + tiy* x

128. Which of the follovring grarnmars over alphabel x, V generates the language recognized

by the automaton below?

(a) S+x?
T --> rTlxU lyU
U -> yU lxV

tb) s-r xT
T -+ rTlxU lgU
U -+gUlx

(c) S-rxIlr
T -+ rtlxU IYU l? lU
U'+ yU lxUlVlx

(d) S+rV
T + lTlgU
U -> gtJ lxV

126, Consider the foltowing function :

inrf()
t
int k, result;
result = O;

for(k=0;k<5;k++)
(

if ((kt3) == 1)
result=result+k;
else
resulL=result+1;
)

return resulti
l(

What

(a)

(c)

value is returned as a result of the call f ( )?
(b) 65

7(d)8

29183
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127. A privileged instruction ma)a o-e executed only while the hardware is in kernel mode.

(a) An instruction that.changes the value of the program counter

(b) An.instruction that sends output to a printer

(c) An instruction,that modifies a memory management register

(d) An instruction that'halts the CPU

128. Which data structure would be most appropriate to implement a collection of values
with the following three characteristics?

tr ltems are retrieved and removed frorn the collection in FIFO order.

. tr There is no a priori limit on the number of items in the collection.

tr The size of an item is large relative to the storage required for a mernory address.

(a) Singly-linked list, with head and tail pointers

(b) Doubly-linked list, with only a head pointer

Array

Binary tree

t29. A researcher is preparing a questionnaire with 6 questions. The only possible responses

to each question are Yes', 'Maybe'and 'No'. The researcher wants to know how many
people answer with any given combination of responses. A programmer is designing a

data structure to collate tJre responses to this questionnaire. The programmer decides

to use a base.structuie containing 6 memory locations, one for each question. Each
.i.*ent will contain a2 for Yes', a 1 for'Maybe', and a 0 for'No'. One person's response

may look like this :

The prograrnmer then deilares an array with one slot for each possible combination of
responses. What will be the number of entries in the array?

(a) 3

(b) 6

216

729

30/83

{c}

td)

(cl

td)

I 2 2 1 0 1
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P o R x Y

0 0 0 I 0

0 o I I o

0 I o o I
0 1 I 0 0

I o o o o
I o I o o
I I 0 0 1

I 1 1 0 o

13O. Consider the fo$owing truth table and

Trrth Table

implementation :
. PossiblyFaultYlmplementation

Which of the following statements is

I. The line labelled S is correct'

II. The line labelled ? is correct.

m. The line labelled U is correct.

(a) None

(b) - I only

(c) II only

{d} All of the above

true about the circuit shown?

131. Suppose problem A is.NP-comptete and problem B is in NP but
Np-complete. Which of the following statements is/are necessarily

rm for A imnlies PNP.L A potynomial-time algorithm for A implies Pl

il. A polynornial-time algorithm for B implies PNP'

is not necessarilY
true?

IU. A polynomial-time algorithm for A implies a polynomial-time algorithm for B.

(a) I only

(b) II only
,i

(d) I and III onIY

31/83
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132. 'I\nro classical algorithms for tinding a minimum spanning tree in a graph are Kruskal's
. algorithm and Prim's atgorithm. Which of the following are the design paradigms used

by these algorithms?

I(tuslal'a algorithm

(a) The greedy method

(b) The greedy method

(c) Dynamicprogramming

(d) Dynamicprogpamming

Hrn'r algorlttm

The greedy method

Dynamic programming

The greedy'method

Divide and conquer

133. Consider the following pseudocode :

program main ( )

begin
integer &p b, c7 i
a=6
b=-l
c=8
i = fun (a, b, c)

print i, &, b, c

end

integer fun tinteger x1

begin
if (x > 6) Lhen

Y= 25

z=x+y
return y + z

end

integer y, integer zl

If f un uses call-by-reference, what values would be printed as a result of executing the

Pseudocode?

(a) 620 87

(b) 620 137

(c) 2067 8

(d) 20 6 713

32183
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134. Which of the foltowing is the most appropriate data strueture to etore the symbol tabte
of a compiler?

(a) Linked list'

(b) Hash table

(c) Priority queue

(d) Queue

135. A software requirement specifications are

I. a contract between developers and clients specifying what the developers will
produce for the clients

II. a specilication of the features t]rat the target soft\pare deliverable must have

m. a specilication of the personnel' and resources that wiU be committed to the
software development effort

(a) I only

(b) II only

tc) I and II only

(d) I and III only

136, A full binary tree is a rooted tree in which every internal node has exactly two children.
How man5r internal nodes are tlrere ia a fult binary tree with 5OO leaves?

(al 2so

(b) 4ee

(c) s00

(d) sol

l3?. Consider the fotlowing instruction sequenoe in a single-issue in-order s-stage pipeline' (IF, ID, EX, MEM, WB) :

Opcode Destination Source I Source 2
ADD R1 Rz R3 First instruction to enter the pipeline
SUB R2 R3 Rl
MUt R1 R2 .R3 

La.st instruction to enter the pipeline

How many data hazards does the lD.stage need to detect for this inetmction sgquence?

(a) I
{b} 2

(c) 3

'td) 4

33/83
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138.

lsg.Considerthefollowingpseudocodeinwhichallvariablesareintegersandml:

sum=0

sum=sum+i
output (sum)

.ended to produce the same output as Pseudocode I :

The following pseudocode is intendeo f,o Protrlruc u:

Pseudocode II

SUN=Q
j = <initial vatue>

while (<condition>)

{

i-i+1
Sum = sum + i.
l

outPuL (sum)

Whichofthefoltowingcanbeusedtoreplace<initialvalue}and<condltion>so
thatPseudocod"ii..jrrproduce.thesameoutputasPseudo

<init,ial value> <condition)

SirpposethatProfessorXdevelops-lnewmodelofcomputation,calledaneutron-
machine. which,rir," rrrirJngwourd b;;;;"ilence of tlie church-Turingthesis?

(a}NoneutronmachinecansolvetheTravelingSalesmanprobleminpollmomialtime

{b)NoneutronmachinecansolvetheMaximumMatchingproblemforbipartitetv' 
;t;h" i" polYnomial time

(c}Noneutronmachinecandeterminewhethbrthedecimal.expansiono{?has
consecutive 7s

td}NoneutronmachineeandetermineinpolynomialtimewhetheragivenT\rriog
machine Uafts q'frEn its input tape is initially blank

(a)

(b)

(c)

{d}

0i

0i

0i

<m-1

<m

<m+1

f.i<m

3.4183
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1r+O. Consider the foLlowing page reference string :

,' 1, 2, 9,.4,2, l, 5, 6,2, !,21 3,7, 6, 3,2, !
Assuming there are 4-page frames available and that all frames are initially empty,
what is the total number of page faults that would occur for the page reference string
above if the least-recently-Lrr.a (LRU) replacement policy is used?

.(b) 7(a) 6

141. Starting frorn an empty binary
sequences of integer keYs could

the insertion of which of the following
binary tree below?

10(d)(c)

search tree,
produce the

142. Consider a relational
R(A, .$ C) :

database schema with the

A B C

1

1

2

I
2

2

1

3
'4

is valid, which of

s5/8s

5,7, 4,9, 3, I

5, 3, 4, 9, L,7

following instance of a relation

the following functional dependencies

(a) 5, 9,

(c) 5, 4,

1,7,3,4

71 3,9, I

{b)

(d)

Assuming the instance above
must be false?

l. A-+B

Il. A.-+ C

III. AB _> C

(a) ,l only

(b) II only

(c) I and Il only

(d) I and III only

t_ @Gr:re*rSmGtr,WWW



143. A computer memory system has a 64 KB byte-addressable rnain memory with 16-bit
addresses..This same system has a one-level cache memory that can hold 16 blocks of
data, where each block contains 16 bytes. Assuming this is a direct-mapped cache, to
which cache block will main memory address {9A81)16 map?

ta) {o}rs

{c) {8}ra

tb) {{ro

(d) (elro

and (y = B))

appropriate precondition to guarantee the stated

lq4, ltet Mo, M1, M2,..., be an eflective enumeration of all Ttrring machines. Which of the
following problems islare decidable?

L Given a natural number n, does M,, starting with an empty tape halt in fewer than

11. Given a natural number & does M' starting with an emptlr tape halt in exactiy n
steps?

IIL Given a natural number ri, does Mn starting with an empty tape halt after at least
n stePs?

{a} I only

(b) II only

{c} III only

(d) I and Ii only

145, Consider the pseudocode block below. Assume that the variables x and y are integers :

l/precondition t ????
x<*x+y
y<-x-y
x<- x'- y

//postcondition: ( (x

lYhich of the following would
postcondition?

(a) (x - 3) and (Y:8)

(b) (x : 8) and (Y = 3)

{e} (x:8} and (y = 1li

(d) (x = 11) and (y = 3)

***

36/83
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ElfTRlIrcE EXAIIIIIITIOII, 2Ol 1

M.Tech. COMPUTATIONAL AND SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

I Ftcld of Etudy Codc : USBP 1167t I
Timc Allowed: 3 hours Maximum Marks : 70

II{STRUCTIOI{8 FOR CAI{DIDATES

Candidates must read carefully the following instructions before attempting the Question Paper :

{i) Write your Name and Regstration Number in the space provided for the purpose on the top oI this
Question Paper and in the Answer Sheet.

(ii) Plcuc drrlca tLc epproprletc Clrclo of Quorttor Pepcr Scrlct Codc oa thc Anrwct Bhoct"
(iii) The Question Paper. consists of two Parts-A and B.

(i9 Part-A contains 2O questions. Answer ell questions. Each oorrect answer carries 1 mark. Thcrc rlll ,bc
nogrtlvc mrrltag end O.25 merl rllt bc doduetcd for cvcry rrong aarwor.

{v} Pert-B her flvc Scctlonr of trcnty-flvc {25) quorUour cecb. Candidates may choose any two Sections
and answer Ofty (5O) questions. Each question carries I mark and 0'25 mark will be deducted for every
wrong answer,

(vi) Answer all thequestions in the Answer Sheet provided for the purpose by darkening the correct choice, i.e.,
(a) or [b) or (c) or (d) with BALLPOIN? PEN only against each question in the cirresponding circle.

(vii) In case you think none of the possibie arrswers is correct, mark the correct answer which you think is
closest to the correct one.

(viii}AnswerwrittenbythecandidatesineidetheQuestionPaperwillnotbeeva1uated'-

iix| Simple Calculators and Log Tables rnay be used.

{x) Pages at the end have been provided for Rough Work.
(xi) Return the Question Papcr and Answer Sheet to the Invigilator at the end of the Entranee Examination.

DO NOT TOLD THE AIISWER sHEET,

IHSTRUSfiOTS TOR MANI(IIIIG AI{sWERs

1' Use only Blue/Black Ballpoint Pen {do not use pencil} to darken the appropriate Circle.
2. Piease darken the rrhole Circle.
3. Darken ONLY ONE CIRCLE for each question as shown in example below :

Wrong

o@@o
Wrong

6@O@
Wrong

6@O@ o@@o
wrong Correct

@@@o
4. Once marked, no change in the answcr is allowed.
5. Piease do not make any stray marks on the Answer Sheet.
6. Please do not do any rough work en the Answer Sheet.
7. Mark your ansyer only in the appropriat€ space against the number corresponding to the question.
8. Enrurc tbrt you hrvc derlincd ttre epproprlrto Clrclc of Qucrtloa Pepcr Scdcr Codc o11 tbcAlrrcr thcct.
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PART-A

( Gcacral Aptttudc and Anelytlcal Abtllty )

Shrdy the table givsn below and answer the questions tl.at follow (Question Nos. 1 to 5)

Years Departuwnts (Number of Emplogees)

Production Marlceting Corporab Accprunts Research

1999 150 25 50 45 75

2000 225 40 45 62, 70

2o,0r 450 65 30 90 73

20u2 470 73 32 105 70,
2003 500 80 35 L32 74.
2004 505 75 35 130 75

1. In which year did the total number of employees reach (approximately) twice the total
number of employees that the factory had in the year f999?

In which department did the number of employees
during the yeArs 1999 and 2OO4?

(a) Production

(b) Corporate

(c) Research

(d) None of the above

(approximately) remain the.same

(a) 2o0o

(c) 20o2

(a) 2ov2

(c) .2001

(b) 2001

(d) 2oo3

(b) 3

(d) 5

(b) 2oo4

(d) 2oo3

3. [n how manyyears was t]re number of employees working in the production department
more than 50% of the totil employees?

(al 2

(c) +

{' In whictr rcar did each departrnent have a larger number of employEes than it hatl in
the immediately preceding year?

38/83
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5. Whidr departrnent had less than l0% of the employees through all the years shown in
the table?

' (a) Marketing

(b) Corporate

(c) Accounts

td) None of the above

Refer the information given to answer the following questions (Question Nos. G to 11) :

Fabric X has to go through three stages of manufacturing, viz., spinning, weaving and dyeing. In
Rimal Fabric Comparry, there are six spinning machines, ten weaving machines and five dyeing
machines. Eich machine works for 10 hours a day. One unit of Fabric Xneeds 40 minutes on I
spinning machine, 2 hours on a weaving machine and 30 minutes on a dyeing machine in order
to_ be completed. Similasly, one unit of Fabric Y needs 60 minutes on a spinning machine,
3O minutes on a weaving machine and 60 minutes on a dyeing machine in order to be
completed.

how many units of Fabric Y can be completed at most?

30

5o

7' If 2O'units of Fabric Yare made in a day, how many units of Fabric X can be completed
in the same day?

(a) o

(c) 40

If only 3o units of Fabric Yare made in a day, how many machine hours will be idle forthat day?

(a) r2o {b} . 130

(c) r3s (d) rso

If one more dyeing machine is added, at the most how rnany more units of Fabric Xcan
be made in a day?

.(a) o

(c) 8

3e/eg

6. In a day,

(a) 20

(c) 40

(b)

(d)

20

45

(b)

(d)

8.

9.

10

(b)

(d)
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10. If only Fabric x has to be made, what machine should be bought so that there is a

maximum increase in production CapacitJl (only one machine haS to be bought)?

(a) SPinning machine

(c) DYeing machine

(d) None of the above

11. If only Fabric Y has to be made, what machine should be bought so that there is a

morimumincreaseinproductioncapaci.t5l(onlyonemachinehastobebought)?
(a) SPinning machine

(bI Weaving machine

(c) nYeilg maehine

(d) None of the above

- --:"-- I^at^ir' +^ 6n.rt'ar tlrc .rrastions t r Nos' 12 to 15) :
Refer the information given below to answer the questions that follow (QueStior

The demand function for a product is described as Q = 25 - P' where Q = quantity demanded

andP=price.Therevenug(R)isgrvenbytheproductofpriceandquantity.

12. If the price is increased by 25o/o from a price of Rs 12, what will be the percentage

change in the revenue?

(a) - 4o/o

(b) + 4o/o

(c) - 3'7o/o

(d) None gf tJle abo-ve

13. For what price (in Rupees) witl the revenue be the highest?

(a) 14.s , tb) L4

(c) 13 (d) 12' s

14, If due to liberalization of the economy, the functional relationship between the quantity

and price changes to e - L25 - P, the quantrty at which total revenue is tlee highest will

(a) increase

(c) decrease

(b) remain the same

(d) not erist

15. To get a minimum revenue of Rs 156, a possible price (in Rupees) is

(a) t2
(b) 13

(c) L2's

. (d) All of the above
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16. Which of the following statement(s) is/are true?

I. As the quantity of gdods sold increases, the price decreases.

II. As, the price decreases, quantity first decreases' and then increase,s.

III. As the price increases, revenue lirst increases'and then decreases.

(a) I and II only

' (b) I and III only

(c) I only

(d) None of the above

I bought a number of mangoes at 35 for Rs 2. I divided the whole into two equal parts;
one part of which I sold at 17, and the other at 18 per Re l. I spent and received an
integral number of rupees, but bought the least possible number of mangoes. How
many did I buy?

(a) 2t42o

(c) 22Or4

The average of n numbers iS A. If the number Y is replaced by the number Y', then the
average becomes A'. Which of the followin! equations is true?

(a) A= A'Y -Y'
n

(b) A= A' + n(Y - Y)

,c) e'=L *YaA

(d) A'+L=naLnn

The prime cost of an article is three times thelvalue of the raw'materials tised. The cost
of raw materials increases in tl:e ratio of 5 : 12 and the manufacturing expenses in the
ratio of 4 : 5. The article, which originalty costs Rs 6, will now cost

18.

L7.

19.

(b) 24120

(d) L22s

{b} Rs 20.50

(d) Rs 9.80

ta) Rs 1o

(c) Rs 17

2o. In a 2OO meters race, A beats Bby 20 meters, while in a l0O meters race, B beats C by
5 meters. A beats C in one kilometer race by

(a) 105 meters

(b) 25 meters

(c) 15O meters

(d) 145 meters
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PART-B

SEcTIoN_I

I Btologr and Bioinforaetlcs ! .

A polypeptide contains eight glycine, six aspartic acid, five arginine, th4ee glutamic acid,
four histidine and three lysine residues. The overall charge would be

(a) three 
-(+)

{b) five (-}

(c) four (+)

(d) six (-)

RNA polyrnerase I, II and III trans-cribe

{a} rRNA, mRNA and RNA respectively

(b) siRNA, RNA and mRNA respectively

(c) tRNA, mRNA and rRNA respectively

(d) mRNA, snRNA and rRNA respectively

What is the mode of inheritance of the ABO blood types?
(a) Codominant
(b) Recessive
(c) Dominant
(al Partial dominant

Competitive inhibitors
(a) bind reversibly with active site
(b) bind only to the ES complex

{c) bind to either E or ES complex
(d) bind with active site with a very stable covalent bond

Certain segments of a protein sequence may be found in the organisms of one
toronomic group but not in other groups, These segments can be used as
(a) signaturesequences
(b) homologous sequences
(c) heterologous sequences
(d) matching sequences

The higher Tm of DNA depends on
' 

rla**(a) higher GC content
(b) lower GC content
(c) higher AT content
(d) lower AT content
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27. Glycolysis and gluconeogenesis are

(a) reciprocally regulated processes

(b) independently regulated processes

(c) usually going on simultaneously
(d) enerry-releasingprocesses

Which of the follor*,ing enzJrmes is required to actively enhance tJ:e separation of
DNA strands during replication?
(a) Helicase

tb) 3'to 5' oronucleage
(c) DNA ligase
(d) Primase

In which chromatography diethylaminoethylcelluiose is used?

(a) Gel-filtration chromatography
(b) Affinity column chromatography

{c) Ion-erchange columnchromatography
(d) Paperchromatography

The regions of DNA in eukaryotic gene that encode a pol5rpeptide are called

(aI leader'sequences
(p) ixons
(c) . introns

td) tRNAs

Which amino acid has guanidinium group in the side chain?

(a) Lysine

(b) Arginine

(c) Asparagine

(d) Isoleucine

In q-helix, the number of residues per turn is

(a) 3. 0

(b) 3. 6

(c) a.3
(d) 2.3

An SNP is

(a) a repetitive sequence used irf'ffNA Iingerprinting

(b) a short oligonucleotide probe found in a microarray

{c) an mRNA containing a simple nucleotidi VI{TR

(d) a single-base substittrtion, addi6on, or deletion in the sequence of a gene

43183
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34.

35.

37.

39.

38.

A protein stnrcture prediction method wtdctt is baeod on lirst principles and does not

need information from solved stnrctures is

(a) NMR spectroscopy

(b) homologr modeling

(c) ab-initio method

(d) fold recognition method

A method used to sttrdy protein-protein interactions is

(a) 
. 
Mass spectrometr5l

(b) Domain search

{c} Yeast two-hybrid method

(d) Pfam

Which of the following docking programs uses genetic algorithm?

(4 GoLD

(b) Dock

(c) Glide

(d) Fle*(

How are different helices depicted in a PDB file?

(a) By numbers

(b) By alphabets

(c) By symbols

(d) By colour coding

On what basis are scoring matrices built?

(a) Insertions

(b) Deletions

(c) Observed substitution rates

(d) Taionorny of the organism

Which of the following softwares is not used for gene prediction?

(a) GLIMMER

{b} Genemark

(c) Genscan

(d) Gromos
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41.

40.

42.

The firet pro in to be gequenoed ru+Q

(a) insulin

(b) myoglobin

(c) 'tannin

iat haemoglobin

How many types of tRNA are available?

(a) 20

(b) 32

(c) 16

(d) &

Z-score is a measure of

(a)distanceinstandarddeviationsofasamplefromt}remeall

(b) differences between values predicted by a model and the values actually obsewed

from the thing being modeied or estimated

(c) differentiation of standard deviation

(d}differencebetweenthemaximumvalueandtlreminimumvalue

A truly random sequence maY follow

(a) aormaldistribution

(b) uniformdistribution

(c) binomial distribution

(d) Poissondistribution

Profiles are nothing but

(a) positional weights

(b) symbolic Patterns

(c) consensus Patterns

(d) curved sPaceg

Markov modPl, incorporates

(a) independencY

(b) dependenry

(c) stmcture coordinates

(d) seguence coordinates '
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Secron-II

( Chentstry I

Which of the following has the ma:<imum bond angle?

(a) HzO

(bl Hzs

(c) HrSe

(d) HrTe

A real gas fails to obey the ideal gas equation under all conditions, because

I. all the molecules do not have the same rrclocity

il. collisions are not perfectly elastic

Itt. the molecules have a frnite size

(a) I, II and III are correct

tbl I and It are ;";
(c) II and III are cornect

(d) t is the only corsect response

If the Hamiltonian for JV particles can be written as the sum of the llarniltonians for
individual particles, then the wave function of the IV particles can be written as

(a) sum of the individual wave functions

(b) product of the individual wave'functions

(c) square of the product of th€ individual wave functions
(d) square of the sum of the individual wave functions

what amount (in motes) of o>rygen (o2) contains 1.8 xlo22 molecules?

(a) o.Ooso

(bl o.o3o
(c) 0.30
(d) 3.o

Which step in a multistep reacuon.is the rqte-determining step?

(a) The first step

(b) The last step

(c) The step with the lowest activation energr

(d) The step with the highest activation energ/

46/e3
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51. What is the electron conliguration for an atom wirln Z =22?

(a) Ls22s22p63s23P63d4

(b) Lsz2s22p63s23p64s24p2

(c) tsz 2s22p63s2 3p6 u2 4 p2

(dl b2 2s22P6 3s2 3p6 4s2 M2

s2.

55.

Conlider(R).arrd(S)-butarrol.Whichphysicalpropertydistinguishes
compounds?

(a) Melting Point

the two

(b) SolubilitY in common solvents

(c) Rotation of ptane polarized light

(d) Infrared sPectra

Identify the correct statement regarding entropy

(a) At absolute zero of temperattrre, the entropy of perfectly crystaliine substance is

Positive

(b) At absolute z*ro af temperature, the entroPy of perfectly crystalline substance is

talcen to be zero

(c) At O oc, tl.e entropy of perfectly *ystaltine substance is tal<en to be zero

(d) At absolut e ?/'jro of temperature, the entroPy of all crystalline substances is taken

to be zero

which of the following molecules shows a pure rotational microwave spectra?
.

(a) COz

tb) ocs

(c) N2

(dl Hcl

The temperahrre of a 2.0 g sa::nple of aluminium increases from 25 "C to 3O "C' How

**r, :orlu. of heat *rrur&, were added? [specific heat of Al = 0'90 J g-lK-tl

(a) 0.36

(b) 2.s

(c) s

(d) 11
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Planck's constant has the same unit as

(a) angular momentum

(b) the Hamiltonian

(c) frequency

(d) quanhrm number

!i7. For which of the following p(rcesses does the "tt opy of the system decrease?

(4 Melting of ice

(b). Dissolving table salt in water

(c) Decomposition of liquid hydrogen peioxide to produce liquid water and orrygen gas

(d) Precipitation of silver chloride from a solution containing silver ions and chloride
ions

58. Consider the following information :

I. lce has a more ordered structure than liquid water.

II. Liquid water freezes spontaneously at -5'C and 1 atm.

Which of the following statements is most likely true?

(a) Liquid water freezes at -5 oC because the increase in entropy overcomes the
endothermicity

Liquid water freezes at -5 "C because the exothermicit5r overcomes the decrease in
entropy

Liquid water freezes at -5 oC because tJre exothermicity overcomes the increase in
entropy

Liquid water freezes at -5 oC because the endothermicity overcomes the .decrease
in entropy

59. Which one of the following ligands can bring out the highest oxidation state in a
transition metal?

(a) F-
(b) cl-
(c) Br-
(d) r-

The frequency of 1OO0 cm-l is in the spectrum region of

(al microwave

(b) infrared

(c) visible

(d) ultraviolet

48/e3
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61. Benzene uqdergoes substitution reactions more easily than addition reactions, because

(a) it has a cyclic stnrcture

(b) it has three double bonds

-(c) it has six hYdrogen atoms

(d) there is a delocalization of electrons

62, Ttre C-C-N angle in acetonitrile (CHTCN) is

(b) roe.28P

(c) 120'

(d) 'l8o'

6g. Classi$ the reaction given below as an oxidation, a reduction or neither :

- cis-2-pentene -r 2-Pentanol

(a) Oxidation

(b) Reduction

(c) One carbon gets oxidized and one gets reduced

(d) It is not an oxidation or a reduction reaction

64. Which is a buffer solution?

I. 0.01mol dm-9 Hcl, o'ol mol dm-3 Nact

II. o.olmol dm-3 cHscooH, 0.01mol dm-3 CH.cooNa .

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) Both I and II

(d) Neither I nor II

65. Which of the following does not have a 3-fold rotation symmetry axis?

(a) BClg

(b) cHq

(c) CCIF.

(d) clF3
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66. The Lennard-Jones potential for the interaction of two atoms has the form

y(r) = r.t(?),, H.)
The value of t. lr equitibrium) is given by

(b) 2116o

(d) 
*

67. Be's 4th eleitron will have the four quantum numbers as

1Llms

(a) o

t"t c,t2 - oo

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

o +$

I *+
o -+
o +l

10
11
20
21

6g. Which of the following compounds reacts liast rapidly in electrophiltic substitution

reactions?

(a) Nitrobenzene

(b) Phenol

(c) Bromobenzene

69. The rate gf an Sn2 reaction run in a polar aprotic solvent relative to the same reaction

in a Polar Protic solvent would be

, (a) 
,the 

same

(b) slower

(c) faster

(d) unPredictable

70, Which of the following is not a correct conseguence of the Heisenberg uncertainty

princiPle?

{a) The shorter the.lifetime of an excited state of an atom, the leds accurately can its

enerry be measured
' (b) An electron in an atom cannot be described by a well-defined orbit

(c) The momenhim of an electron cannot be measured exactly . 
.

(d) Measurement of one variable in an atomic system can affect subsequent

measurements of other variables
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71.

SPc'nox-III

( PhYrter I

A particle rnoves with a constant velocity parallel to the x-a:<is at a nonzero distance' Its

angular momentum with respect to the o4Sn

(a) is zero

(b) remainS constant

(c) goes on increasing

(d) goes on decreasing

r!- - ---^- -^a.I\rro discs of rnoments of inertia I, and I, about their respective axes, rotating with

angular frequencies of q and o2 tusp"ctiuuty,, are brought tt: contact, face-to-face

wifi trreir axes or rotatioi coincident. The angular frequency of t]re composite disc will

be

Lol - f^0^
{a) -'-: -:-'r-' \-Iz

f,crl + f^(o^

Ir+1,

Ir+1,

I?u\ - Irroz

It-Iz

.,lbo pendulums of lengt]: l meter and 16 meters start vibrating one behind the other

from the same strand. At some instant, t}re two are in the mean positi6n in the same

phase. The time period of the shorter pendulum is ?. The minimum time afterwhich the

two threads of the pendulums will be ot" behind the other is

5t/es

(c)

(d)

(a) ;

(b) :

(c) +

9?
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74. Consider a mixture of tws "ideal gases, witJr mole fractions /, a:nd fa and respective
exponents y1 a(rd T 2 (for a reversible adiabatic process). The effective exponent y for the
mixture is given by

1- h fz
y-1 yr-1 lz-l

lfr'f,

-=-
y-1 yr-1 yz-l

'-f' * f'
y-1 yr-1 yz-l

(dI 1= fi -y-1 tz-l

(a)

(b)

(c)

fz
Yr -1

75. A sound wave has frequency 500 Hz and velocity 350 m/s. What is the distance
between the two particles having phase difference of 6O"?

(a) 0.7 cm

(b) 11.6 cm

(c) 70 cm

(d) 120 cm

76. I\nro large, identical and parallel conducting plates have surfaces X and Y, facing each
other. Ttre charge per unit area on X is o, and on Y it is or. Then

(a) Gl = o2 in all cases

(b) ot = - o, only.if a charge is given to one plate only

(c) ot=.62= 0 if equal charges are given to bottr the plates

(d) ' ol >o, if X is given nnore charge than Y

?1. The wavele"gth o1 the radiation emitted by a body depends upon

(a) the nature of its surface

(b) the area of its surface

(c) the temperature of its surfaee

(d) All of the above

52las
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7t; .It is hotter ovcr the top of the frcthan at the.sarne distance on the sides, beqauw of

(a) conduction of heat

(b) convection of heat

(cl radiation of heat

(d) All of the above

The equation governing an ideal diatomic gas undergoing an adiabatic process is

(a) PV= constant

(b) wsls = constant

(c) PvTts = constant

(d) Wg =constant

80. Tvtro spherical conductors A and B of radius' eoncentrically. B is glven charge + Q coulomb

fal 4rn^ &u b-a

aandb
and A is

lb > al are placed in air
grounded. The equivalent

(b)

(c)

4*eola + bl

4terb

+*o*(d)

81, A lens forms a sharp image on a scieen. On inserting a parallel-sided glass dlab' between the leris and the screen, it is found nec'ess4rlr to rnove the screen a distance d
away from the lens in order to focus the image sharply. If the refractive inciex of glass
rclative to air is 6 the thicknees of the glass slab is given by

(a) g
lr

F) 'pd

L-lltr
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A2. A soap bubble has radius r and the surfaae tension of thei.soap film is I: The encrgl
needed to double ttre diameter of the bubble without change of temperature is

(a) 4nr2T

(b) 2nr2T

(c) L2nr2T

(d) 24:nr2T

S3. A cylinder is filled with water of density p up to a height h. If the beaker is at rest, the
averag€ pressure at the walls is

_ (a)o- (b) trps

(c) teg 12

(d) tws l6

Transverse waves of the same frequency are generated in two steel wires A and B. The
diameter of A is twice that of B and the tension in A is half that in B. The ratio of the
velocities of wades in A and B is

(a) r:2
P1 't:€
(c) l:2.&,
(d) 3:2Jd 

:

A ptanet is moving round the sun in an elliptical orbit. The maximum and the minimum
distances of the planet from the sun are 3 x 1012 m and 2 x 1Ol0 m respectivlty. the
speed of the planet when it is nearest to the sun is 2x tO7 m/s. What is the speed (in

m/s) of the planet when it is farthest fium the sun?

(a) 1.33 x 10s

(b) 3 x los

(c) l.5x 1O?

(d) 2.66 x l0s

When a p-article E€ves in a circle, the angle between its linear velocity 7 and angular
velocity d is al*ays
(a) 90'

(b) 180'

(c) oo

(d) 120'

5,4/e3
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t7.
t

As tempcrature approaches aholute zero, the entropy of a system approaches

(a) ?r,ro

(b) minimum

(c) ' morimum
:l

(d) infinity

A particle of mass r-l that moves along the x-a:ris has potential enerry vlx) = a + bx2 '

*h"r" a and b are positive congtants. Its initial velocit5r is ug at -'= o: It will execute

.simpleharmonicrnotionwithafrequencydeterminedbythevalueof
(a) b alone

(b) bandaalone

(c) bandmalone

(d) b, a and rn alone

G,aa onana nan lrr du u& =O,The equation of motion of a rocket in free space can be written as ma+* dt - -'

where m is the rocket's mass, u its velocity, t is time and u is a constant. The constant u

represents the sPeed of ttre

(a) rocket at t = 0

(b) rocket after its fuel is sPent

(c) rocket in its instantaneous rest frame

(d) rocket's exhaust relative to the rocket

The period of a hypothetical earth satellite orbiting at sea level would-be 8O minutes'

ln terms of the earth,s'iadius R the radius of a synchronous satellite orbit (period

24 hours) is most nearlY

(a) 3R

(b) 7R

(c) l8R

(d) 32OR

The photoelectric equations are derived under the assumption that

(a) electrons are restricted'to orbits of angular momentum ni, where nis an integer

(b) electrons are associated with waves of wavelength L = h I P,where p is momentum

(c) light is emitted only when electrons iump between orbits

(d) light is absorbed in quanta of gnergr E = lN

55/83
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92. The half-life o1'113r is 8 days' Given a sample of f-131

(al no nucleus will decay befbre t = 4 ddys

(b) no nucleus will decaY before t = 8 days

(c) all nuclei will dccay bcfore 1= 16 days

(d) a given nucleus may decay after t = 0

at time t = 0, we can assert

93. A cylindrical tube with botl.ends open has fundamental frequenry / in air' If the tube

is vertically Uipp"a in water so ttrat ir"f of it is in water, the fundamentd frequency is

lal f 12

(b) 3f l+

(c) f
(d) u

- L^^l- l^., t^^l-inr
94. A far-sighted man who has lost his spectacles, reads a book by looking through a small

' hole in the sheet of PaPer' Ttren

a longer distanceB the hold produces an image of the letters at a longer clrstance

(b) in doing so, the focal length of the eye lens is effectively incr&sed

(c) in doing 
1o, 

the focal length of the eye lens is effcctively decreased

(d) in doing so, the equivalent focal length remains the same as.with spectacles .

95. A ?njunction has a thickness of the order 'of

(a) 1 cm

(bf I mm

(c} 1O-6 crn:

(d) 1O-12'cm
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96.

E7.

99.

100.

SEcrloN-[V

( Matheaetlcs.f

A fair die is tossed repeatedly until a six is obtained. What is the probability that this
happens in 3 tosses?

(4 2sl216
(b) Ll2t6 4

(c) 2s136

(d) r25l2L6

If 9<0 .'zir; then the. intgnrals of values of g for which 2sin20 - Ssing +2>0 are

(a) lQnl6)v(snl62n)
(b) (n/4snlA
(c) (Qn/8lwln/6,snl6)
(d). $h /a$ fl

leta = i + zj + ft,i = i - i+ [ and ? = i - i - n. A vector in the plane of d and B, whose
-+.projection on Z is 1/..8, is

(a) 4i-j+4k
(b) si + j- sE

(c) zt+i-2ft
(d) +i+j-+fr,

ffA and Bare square makices of size nxn such that A2 - 82 = lA- n(A+^Q, then
which of the following will be always tnre?

(a) A= B

(b)' AF,= RA

(c) Either of A or B is zero matrix

(d) Either of A or B is an identity matrix

i.et A be the set of all 3 x 3 symmetric matrices all of whose entries are either 1 or O.

Five of these entries are 1 and the rest are 0. The number of matrices in A is
(a) 3

(b) e

(c) 6

(d) 12
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rO1. Ttre value of
I p tln(1+Q

if';atoV7
ts

(a) o

(b) t lt2
(c) Ll24

(d) 1/64

jlu2. .A plane passes through ll,-z 4 and is perpendicular to hnro plirnes 2x -29* z = 0 and

x 1 g + ?-z = 4. The distance of the plane from the point (l Z q is

(a) o

(b) I

(c) Jz

(i) 2"lZ

U=x2 and y=-lx-2)2 is1O3. The equation of a corunon tangent to the parabola

(a) Y=4 (r - 1)

(b) 9= -4 {x - l)
(c) Y=-3ox-50

lat None of the above

1O4. If the roots ofthe equation xz - t}ry- - tld= 0are q band those bf x2 - 10ax - 1lb = 0

are q d, then the value of a + b + c+ d is

(a) t2O

(b) s6o

(c) 2t3o

(d) 1210

1O5. tf a, b, car.e integers not all equd and ois a cube root of unity (o* $, then the minimum
value of h + bo+ cco2l istt

(b) I
(c) "13 12

(d) Llz
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106. Lct tobe a complq< cube root of unity with to* I" A fair die is thrown *tt 
-" 

fuT .ll ry t2,

(a) 1/ l8
(b) tle
(c) 1/36
(d) 2le

tO?. I*t p,O R and S be the points'on the plane with position vectors -2i - ], +t, 3i + 3j

and - si + 2J respectively. The quadrilateral P9RS mubt be

(a) a parallelogram,'which is neither- a rhombus nor a rectangle

(b) .a sguare
(c) a rectangle, but not a square

(d) a rhombus, but:rot a square

1o8' .et' Aand B be two distinct points on the parabola u2 = 4x' If the aris of the parabola

touches a circle of radius r having AB as its diameter, then the slope of the line joining

A and B can be

" {a) --Llr
(b) l lr

. (d) None of t}re above

169. Theareasboundedbyt}1eparabolasy= (x+ll2 andg=(x- f)2 andtJ.eline A=l/4is
(ril 4
(b) tl6

(d) rl3

llo.Thesolutionofprimitiveintegralequationlx2|+g27.da=xgdxisy=y(x}.Ifg(q=1a',6

@@
F)

(c)

(d)

x2 +p**g=0 are tan3tr.and tan15"111. If the roots of the quadratic equation

respectively, then the value of 2+ q- PiS
(a) 2

(b) 3

(c) o

(d) 1

sel83
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112. Ttre locus of the vertices.of the famity of perqbolas

s=#-*!-r,
is

: (a) >q=lO5/64
(b) 2qg=3/4'
(cl xA = 35 1L6

(d) x! = 64 ltoi

113. U x is real, tlre maximum value of

.3x2 +9x+lT
3x2 +9x+Z

Ll4

4t
I
t7 17

114' lf z2 + z r r= e where z is a compre:r number, tneri ttri value of
- .2 o

(".:)' *?'*;)' .(,'. *)' *,, *(.u ;i)',
is

(d 18

(b) s4

(c) 6

(d) 12

115. The lrargest intenral lying in l- n /Z n /21 forwhich the.function

f lxl = 4-* + cos-r (; - , + log (cos x)

is defined, is

{a) t0 nl ,

(b) l- nlZ n 14
(c) l- rc 14, n lZ1

(dl lQ n 14
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116. The correlation caefficient'(zf Ecttpecn t*b: inditidual'dati setg'is'

(a) always positive

(b) always negative

(c) between-land+1

t,tll. For a standard normal distirbutionlill, if pis the mean ando its standard deviation
then

(a) p=fo=1
(b) p=Qo=1

(cl p=to=0
(d) p=Qo=O

118. Which of the following is not a property of Bernoulli trials?

(a) Each experiment can have only two possible outcomes

.(b) Results of successive experimcnts are independent of the previous results

(cl Results of an experiment is dependent on the preced,ing trial's outcome

(d) The total probability of all possible outcomes is less than one

119. X is a random variable with mean p deviates significantly from normal distribution. If
random samples of sizes greater than 30 are tatcen from a random variable X, then the
sample mean px

(a) will have normal distribution with mean p

(b) rqill have the same distribution as X

(c) will have a chi-square distribution with rnean > p

(d) will not have any such relation wi(r X

12O. If the individual data valuei'of a {ata set X is added wit}r a constant k resulting in a
new data set Y, then the standard dbviation of y (or) is
(a) 6g=o*

(b) c, = Is,
(c) os=rc+ox
(d) o, =o* lk
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SEcrroN-V

( Computcr Bclencc I

121. Suppose that a certain soltware product has a mean time $etween failures of 10000
hours and has a mean time to repair of 20 hours. If the product is used by 1O0

customers, what is its availabilityT

(a) 8Oo/o

(b) 9oo/o

(c) 98o/o

(d) 99'8/o

The object-oriented paradigm includes which of the following properties?

I. Encapsulation

II. Inheritance

il. Recursion

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) I and II only

123, Which of the fotlowing algorithms has running time g (n2) in the worst case, but
A (n log n) on average?

Ia) Bubble sort

(b) Merge sort

(c) Heap sort

(d) Quiik sort

Whieh of the followirrg is the narne of the data structure in a compiler that is
responsiblc'for maf&.girr! informadon about variables and their attributes?

(a) Abstract Synta;c Tree (AST)

(b) , Attribute Gramrnar

(c) Symbol Table

(d) Somanti,o Stack

6218,3
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125. Consider the fiollowing pseudocode :

x:!1;i:=1;
while (x < 1000) begtn
' xz =2*l

. i:oi+1;end;
What is the value of i at the end of the pseudocode?

(a) 4
t

(b) s

(e) 6

(d) 7

Question Nos. 126 erld 127 are based on binary tree T shown below :

T

126. Which of the following represents a postorder traversal of T?

(a) PQUwxvYZ
(b) uQxwPvzY
(c) UxwQzYvP
(d) u xzQwYvP

LZT. If I is a binar5r search tree with the smaller elements in the left subtree, which of the

following nodis contains the fourth smallest element in f ?

I
(a) A
(b) v
(c) w
(d) x

f28. Which of the followlng statements about Ethernets is typically false?

(a) Ethernets use circuit switching to send messages

(b) Ethernets use buses with mutiple masters

(c) Ethernet protocols use a collision-detection method to ensure tJrat messages are

transmitted ProPerlY

(d) Networks c<innected.by Ethernets sre limited in length to a few hundred meters
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Lzg. e t-"w tree is a tree in which every node has at most k children. In a k-ary tree with n

nodes and height h, which of the following is an upper bound for the maximum number

of leaves i.s a function of h, k and n?

(a)" logl, n

(b) 1og1 h

loga n

(d) kh

13O. Which of the roito*ir.g is/are tme about virtual memory systems that use pages?

I. - ,ihe viitual address spaee can be larger than tlle amount of physical memory.

. U. i,progr"*" must be resident in.main memory throughout their execution.

m. Pages correspond to semantic characteristics of the program.

' (a) I dnty

(b) II only

(c) I'and II.onlY
":.(d) I and'III onlY

_.L

lg1. A CpU has an arithmetic unit that adds bytes and then sets its 14, C and Z flag bits as

follow!. The V-bit is set if arithmetic overflow occurs (in two's complement arithmetic).

The C-bit is set if a carry-out is generated from the most significant bit during an

operation. T11e 2;bit is set if the result is zero. What are the values of the V, C and Z fl'ag

bits after the 8-bit bytes 11OO 1100 and 1000 1111. are added?

vcz
(a) ooo
(b) 10
(c)111

132. L€t r ($ be defined by.?(1)= 7 and I(n+ 1)=3n+?(n) for all integers n)'1'

Which of the following represents the order of growth of f({ as a function of n?

(a) e(n)

(b) o(nlog r{

(c) e(r2)

(d) o(n2 log n)
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133. One approach to handling fuz,zy logpcdata might be to design a computer using ternary
(base-S) logic so that.data could be stored as true', false' and trnknown'. [f each
ternaqr logic element is cdled a flit, how many flits are required to represent at least
256 different values?

(a) 4:
(b) 5

(c) d

(d) 7
'1

134. Hash tatles can contribute to an efficient verage-case solution for alt of the problems
described below, cxccpt
(a) Counting distinct values : Given a.set of n keys, determine the number of distinct

key values

(b) Dynamic dictionary : Support the operations of insert, delete and search in a
dictionar5r

(c) !.ange search : (Given values a and b, frnd all the records whose key value is in the
range [a, b])

rntifier, Iind its type and address" (d) Symbol table look up : Given a program ide

135. An invariant for the loop below is '2rxk =bn and k ) 0' :

L. f - . 
- -. - - 

- 
r.x:= b; k: =n; z:= \

while 0< * Q
't t

if odd(k) then z. = z* x;
. x:=x*)$ 

-

k :=k 12;
)

When the toop terminates, which of ttre following must be tme? 
:

(a) x=bn

(b) z=bn

(c) b= xn

td) b= zn

f36. In the Internet Protocol (tPf suite of protocols, which of tJ:e following best describes the
purpose of the.Address Resolution Protocol?

(a) To translate Wcb addresses to 
.hggt 

names

(b) To determine the IP address ola given host name

(cl To determine the hardware address of q given host name

(d) To determine the hardware address of a given IP address

65/83
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tg7. A certain pipelined RlsC-machine has 8 general'purpose registers RO, Rl, ..., R7 Ahdl
'supports 

Ue" foUo*ring operations :.

ADD Rsl, Rs2, Rd .Add Rsl to R's2 and put the sum'in Rd

MUL Rsl, Rs2, Rd Multiply Rs1 by Rs2 and put the product in Rd

An operation normally takes one cycle; however, an operation takes- two cycles if it
produces a result required by the imrrlediately following operation in an operation

sequeilie. Consider the expression AII +.ABC + BC, where variables A, B, C are located

in reglsters RO, Rl, R2. If the contents of these three registers must not be modified,

what is the minimum number of clock cycles required for an operation sequence that
computes the value of AB+,qBC+ BC?

(a) 6

(b) 7

(c) I

(d) e

138. Below is a precedence graph for a set of tasks tir be executed on a parallel processing

4oYstem 
S:

Efliciency is detined as the ratio between the speedup and the number of piocessors.

{The'speedup is defined as the ratio of t}re time taken to perform a set of tasks on a
single processor to the time taken to perform the same. set of tasks on a parallel
processor.) 

.

System Shas four processors (CPUis).If each of the taSks 4,'.., I, takes the same time,
what is the efhciency of this precedence graph on S ?

(a) 25o/o

(b) 33t%

(c) 50%

(d) lO0o/o
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13g. Let G= (I{ E)be afinite directed acyclic graph wittl lEl> 0. which of the following must

be tnre?

I. G,h9s a vertex with no incoming edge'

tI. G has a vertor with no outgoing edge'

m. G has an isolated vertor, tJrat is, one with neitlrer an indoming edge nor- an

outgoing edge.

(b) II onlY

, (c) III onlY

(d) I and II onlY

Question Nos. 140 and.141 are based on the following information :.

erray A contains 256 elements of + bpes each. 'Its Iirst element is' stored at

AG"at address 4,096'

Array B contains S12 elements of 4 bytes each. Its first element is stored at

PhYsical address 8,L92.

Assume that only arays A and B can be cached in an'initially emPS, physically

addressed, physioally tagged, direct-mapped, 2K-byte cache with an 8-byte block size'

Ttre followingloop is tl'en ocectrted :

: for(i=Qi<256;i++). :

Atil = Alil + {2* i!;

1,*O. During the execution of the loop, how many bytes will be qntten to memory if the cache

has a-write-thrdugh PolicY?

(al o

(b) 2s6

{c} to24

,.4

141. During the exectrtion of the loop, how many bytes will be written to meilrory if the cache

tras a-*ri1e-back PolicY?

(a) o

(b) 2s6

(c) ,.1024

(d) 2ooo
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euestion Nos. 1{2 and 14O are based on the followinS,nrocedrires :

. : integer;

b : integer;

Procedure enigma (x, Y)
.begin

y=y+b;
x=b+x;
b=x+b;
a=yl

end enigma;
begn

a ='\ b= 7;

write (a); unitc (b);

end mYstery;

[The ouqput of procedure depends on t]re parameter-passlng method used;l

142. Suppose ttrat atl parafireters.are passcd by value. Which of the following values are

output when procedure rnystery is called?

db

(a)27

(b)2e

'(c) 9 14.

(d) t4 16

r passed by reference. Which of the following values are1+3. Suppose that dl parameters ar ' wrucn or f,ne rou

ab

(a} 27

(b) e 14

{c} '14 16

(d) 30 30
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144. bt Aand B be two actti of words (strings) ftdm E', foq to16e dphabct of symbole L

, s,ppo"" tt *t gi" a subsgt of A. which or ure following statements must always be true

of a ana Ba

I. If A is finite, then B is finite'

II. If A is regular, then B is regular'

m. If A is contort-free, then B is contort-free'

(a) I onlY

(b) II only

(c) II[ onlY

(d) IandtIonlY

146. Merge soit works by splitting a list of n numbers in half, sorting each half recursively'
: --- 

"rri?"rgrg th;;5 hrk"". wtti"n of Ure followitlg.data stnrchrrcs will allow merge sort

to work in O(nlogn) time?

I. A singlY linked list

(q) None

(bl III onlY

(c) I and II onlY

(dl I, [I and III

6e/88
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PART-A

, Answer all questions

Each question carries I mark : .

0.25 mark wilt be deducted for each wrong answer

1. Which of the following is not a binary search tree?

(b) 

,,/:/

5

*' 
u'o(t'

2, A procedure tllat printed the binary tree

in post-order would.produce as output
(a) ABCDEF

. (b) ABDECF
(c) DBEAFC
(d) DEBFCA

3. A program checks spelling works in the following way.:

A hash table has'been defined in which each entry is a Boolean variable initialized to
.false, A hash function has been applied .to each word in the dictionary, and the

appropriate entry in the hash table has been set to true. To :h"* the spelling in a
document; the haFh function is applied to every word in the document, and the

approprihte entry in the hash table is examined.

Which of the following is/are correct?

I. frue means the word was in the dictionary.
II. false means the word was not in the dictionary'

IIL Hash table size should increase with document size.

(a) I only
(b) II only
(c) ' I and II only

id II and III only

7L183
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4. Cortsider a singly linked list qf the form

- 7t:'

where F is a pointer to the first elemgnt in. the list and .L is a pointer to the last element

in the tist. The time of which of the following operations dipinds on the length of the

5.

list?

(a) Delete the last element of the tist

tb) Delete the first element of the list

(c) Add an element after the last element of the list

(d) Add an element before the first element of the list

#include <stdio.h>
main{ }
t

float sum = O'O j = I'0, i =2'0;' while t{li>0'001)
t j=j+j;

printf("%fln", sum);
)

)

How mairy lines of output does the program produce?

(a) o-e

(b) lo-le

(c) 20-29

(d) 3o-3e

The DNA extracted from a virus consjsts-of 247o A, 30yo T,zoya G and 260/o C' What is

the likely structure.of tfris DNA molecule?

(a) Single-stranded

(b) Double-stranded

(.c) Tripte-stranded

(d) QuadnrPletstructure

72/es
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Ti A rerrd.efs"s3qucnce cqntiots of allttre forrr.nueleoqdpf.in ceqal F.olrortbn. Whht is $re
probabilitytJlatagrvcnsr.nerw{uencewillm*tohthcrBld@scquence?

(a) 0. 00s9

(b) o.ooo24

(c) o.oo0o15

(d) 0.00000011

Which one of the following DNA migrates fastest in a11 agarose gel?

(a) Linel

(b) Circular

(c) Supercoiled

(d) Nicked circular

Circular DNA motecule is noG present in

(a) prions

(b) bacteriophages

(c) bacteria

(d) plants

10. Eukarlrotic telomires have been.suggestcd to have uniquc stnrcture with

(a) no base pairing of complementar5r strands

(b) Watson-Crick base Pairing

(c) non-canonical A4 Pairing

(d) Hbogstein base Pairing

1.1. Siz,e dI the elements C, Ge, Si, Sn in dcscendtng order is

(a) Sn, Ge, Si, C

(b) Si, C, Ge, Sn

(c) .Sn, C, Si, Ge

79i83
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12. rqlifidird{tresltc*rltrBjhtai#'ttde.naturc1a1"ffied oi! gtrIJ'of t}lc eqlution obtained by
mi*tn3rS0'.€ilf,Ir:of'O.ltil tf I'fA qmn SO:O rhL of O'lm'If, NaOtP

1. Neutral.if HA is a strong acid

2, Basic if HA is a weak acid

3. Neutral.if HA is a weak acid

(4 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) land2only

(d) 3 only

CO, is a greenhouse gas but not N2

(a) because CO6 can absorb IR radiation but N, canrnot

(b) The above statement is wrong. Both arc grecnhouse gases

(cl :lfone of CO2 drd N, ls greenhouse 3as.

(d) None of the above

14. . Enzyme achieves the faster rate, because

{b} it lowers *re activation barrier of the rcaction

(c! bottr eolvcnt and elfe pa@pate rn thc reacdon

(d) Actually cnzyme does not achierre faster rate '

74183.
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.15. At Srr0'fi1rf}o,eh{rofy of 'a.syst€m.isr

(a) very large

(b) . zero

(c) negative

(d) not possible to say

16. The hy.drophobic moment is

hl zero for amphiphilic sbcondary structures

tb) negative for amphiphilic secondary strueture:

(c) positive for amphiphilic secondary structures

(d) indeterminate for amphiphilic secondary structures

17. What is meant by codon bias?

(a) Codong are repeated as they are too few in number

(b) Hydrophobic amino acjds are more in'number

l(") All amino acids not having the.same number of codons

(d) The preference cif codons within the set of s5monymous codons

'18. Changing.which of the following BLAYI parameters would tend to yield fewer search
results?

I

(a) T\rrning off the low-complexity filter

tb) .Changing the ocpegt value from I to 10

(c) Raisiirg tl-e threshold value

(dI Changing the scoring matrix from PAI!{30 to PAMTO

75183,
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19. In a genome with'average GC-content 4Oo/o, the erpected frequency of occurrence of the
tetranucleotide AACG is

@l a'24;/a

(b) o.36%

(c) Ql4QP/o

(dl o.2oo/o

2o. The total number of configurations possible in a peptide chain composei of 150 amino
acids, each of *hich can take 4 different configurations, is

(a) 23oo

475

1504

lOlso

arc sin O.5

'arc tan 2.O

(dl 4s:

76183

(b)

{c)

(d)

21. A 2-kg box hangs by a mass-less rope from a ceiling., A force slowly pulls the box. horizontally to the side until the horizontal force is 10 newtons. fhe box is then in
equilibrium. The angle that the rope makes with the vertical is closest to

(a) arc tan O.5

(b)

(c)
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22. Which of the following can actually lower the internal energy (cool) of a room?

(a) Fan

{b} RefiSeralor with door open

(c) An air-conditioner in the middle of the room

(d) An air-conditioner partially exposed to the outside

29. If friction is negligible, when a gas is cornpressed rapidly
i

(a) its temperature remains tJ:e s,rme

(b) its temperature goes down

(c) .its temperature'rises

(d) it gets liquefied '-

24, A square loop of wire lies in the plane of a page. A decreasing magnetic field is direeted
into tJ'e page. The induced current in the loop

(a) iscountercloekwise

(b) is elockwise

(c) is zero

(d) depends upon whether or not B is decreasing at a constant rate

25.. In the formula, P=quxB
(a) F must be perpendicular to u but not necessarily to B

(b) F must be perpendicular to B but not necessarily to u

(c) u-must be perpendicular to B but not nicessarily to F

(d) F must be perpendicular to both u and B

26. Ut e 'and B have 2 and 5 elements respectively. What can be the mar<imum. and
minimurn number of elements in z{ n B?,

(a) 5 end 2

(b) 5 and o

(c) 25 and 4

(d) 2 and 0
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27. If ff stands for the qet of natural numbcri'lthen of the following' t}.e unbounded set i6

(a) lxlx = I la ne'I'{l

(b) {xlx = L 12ry n. 1v}

(c) ' {xlx=24 ne JV}

(d) {x [r e N, x < 4532]

28, If relation R = (q q,lb, A, (C 4),'the 
.domain 

and range are

(a) {q b, cl,lq b,4

(b) {q q a\, lc, h dl i

(c) lq b,4, {q dl

(d) {c dl, {q b,4

siries r-i**-++"'is

(a) convergent

(b) divergent

(c) oscillatory

(d) None of the above

30. Square root of 7 -24i is

(a) 3+2i,3-2i

(b) 4-3i, -4+3d

(c) 4 - 3L 4'+ 3i

(d) 3-4i,3+4i

7e/8s
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PART_B :
This part has two Sections

ceadldetcr lrc trqutrcd to chooac iay onc f,dcttoa'' 
Each question carries 2 marks

0.5 mark will be deducted for each wrong answer

Section-I

Answer any. trlcrrt5r quesEons

31. A rational function f that has 4 vertical as)rmptote at x =.2, a horiZgntal asymptot€ aty= 3 ang a zeto at x = - 5, is given as

(al 3(r + 5l llx -4
(b) 2lx+gllx-3t
(c) 5{x - 3} ltx -4
(d) 1lx i 4/(x - 0

32. A tank can be frlled 
-,bl=$r_Ep 

A ,4 ! h9!r" andex{r{np B in 8 hours, each pump
working on its own. When the tank is full ana air*
drained in 20 hours. tf initially the tank.was empty and s.omeorre started the two pumps

33.

together but left the drainage hole open, how long does it take for the tank to be filled?

(a) 3'6 hr

(b) s.2 hr

(c) 2'5 hr

(d) 1.0 hr

6
sl
L -;--_] convprges to

71=1 /t-*I

(a) n

(b) n /4

{c}

(d) Non-convergent
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3/t. I Ldx is oquat tot ,taz - x2

(a) sin'r'V- ft

(bl sin-l (x - al

(c) sin-t 1x 7a;

(d) sin-l la I xl

3!; If X is a'PLbton rrariato st'ch thet Plx - q 
1. 

9p(x = 4) t goP(x = 6N' lind the mean of x'

(al -1

(b) 1

(c) 2

(d) -2

36" which Of the four matrices represents a reflectlon abou! the x-a:ris as shown in the

iggrc'bclow?

80/83
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97. The graph of the function 
{(x} = - 2 tap x is represented by which of thafigures below?

(a) a

(b) b

(c)

(d) d.

!

38. Which of the following equations does not have a solution?

(a) 5sinx =4.9
(b) 4cotx=4OO

{c) 3tanx=O

(d) secx= -ll2

39. The equation

*$lt"ez42 + tog2*- I = Jz

has

(a) no solution

(b) one integer, one rational and one irrational solution

(c) all complex solutions

(d! one integer and two complex solutions

8rl83
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In a distribution, mean =12.8, mode = 12, SD = 12. Karl Pearson's coefficient of
skewness is

(a) O'347

(b) o.0667

(c) o.667

(d) None sf the above

41. Stq5t _O 1W
State O is both the starting state and the accepting state

Each of ttie following is a regular expression that denotes a subset of the language

lecognized by the automaton above, except

(a) o* (1U* 9"
(b) o* 1(1o* i)* 1

(c) 0* {10" 1)* 10*

(d) 0* 1(10* l}qloo)*

42. A system in thermal equilibrium at temperature ? consists of a large number IV-o of '

subsystems, each of which can exist only in two states of energl Er i"9 E2, where-

E, J E, = e > Q k is.Boltzmann constant. Which of the following is true of the entropy of

the system?

(a) It increases without limit with ? from zeto at T = O

(b) It decreases with increasing ?

(c) It increases from zero at I= 0 to IVokln2 at arbitrarily high temperatures

/c, \(d) It is given by Nolc (i ," , - lnp + constantJ

The dispersion law for a certain qrpe of wave motion is o = ,[F;A where o is the

asgular velocity, k is the wav€ Rumber and g rn are constgnts. Ttre group velocity of

these waves approaches

(a) inlinity as k tends to 0 and 0 as k tends to infinity

(b) infinity as k tends to 0 and c as k tends to infinity

(c) 0 as k tends to O and c as k tends to infinity

(d) O as k tends to 0 and in{inity as Ic tends to infinity

82183
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&. A car of rest length 5 m pesses through a gArage o{ rest leng!}r 4 m' Due to relativistic

Iorentz contraction, the car is onty 3 i, tot g in the garage's rest frame. The velocity of

the car in the garage's rest:frame is

(a) 0.4c

(b) 0'6c

. (c) o'8c

(d) O. 5c

45. If A is an array with n elements and procedure swap exchanges its arguments, tj.en the

following code segment sorts A in descending order :

for(int j=O; j'n-1; j++;'fot 
littt k=O; k < n-j- l; k++1

if (Atkl < Alk + 1l)

SwaP (Alkl, Alk + 1l); '

How many calls to swap are made if initially, A[i] = i, for i = o, I, 2, ".' n - l?

(a) n-1

(b) n

(c) ntn- D/2

(d) (n-Uh-2)

Photons of wavelength I scatter elastically on frge photons initiatly at rest' The

wavelength of the photon scattered by 90 degree is

(a) )' lr37

(b) I / 1836

(c) hlm.c; where h is Planck's constqllrc is the velocity of light arrd m. is the rest

mass of the electron

(d) h lmrc; where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light and mo is the rest

masst of the Proton

83183,
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47. A system coritaining two identical particles is described by a wave lunction of the form

\t = t2 [Vax1VFx2 + \ycr2vpxt]"

wherb x, and x, represent the spatial coordinates of the parucles, and c and p

represent all the quantum numbers including spin of the states that they occupy. The
particles might be

electrons

deuterons

(c) positrons

td) protons

48. Suppose that Vis a vector with.indices.from a to b and that eaih element of Voccupies
two words. If the elements of Vare stored in consecutive words of memory and oV[al is
the address of word 1 of l{al, thi:n the address oi word 1 of V{il, where a < i < b,.is

(a) (al4al - al + i

(b) 2(avlal- Q+2i

(c) (dvlal - 2al + 2i

(d) (av{al - 2a) +

TWo observers Q ando.2 observe two events Aand B The observers have a,constant
relative speed olo.8c. In uriits such that the speed of light is 1, observer Q obtained
the following coordinates :

Event A:x=3, U=3, z=3, t=3'
EventB:x=5, U.=3, z=l, t=5

_ -, J'

What is the length of the space-time interval between these two events as measured by
obsener Or?

(b} JT,

G) 2

td) s

84/83
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A rectangular loop of wire with dimensions.shown below is coplanar with a long wire

carrying current L The distance between the wire and the left side of the loop is r' The

loop is pulled.to the right ap indicated. What is the magnitude of the net force on the

loop when the induced current is i ?

,f '!

(ar &l6ftl)2n tr )

(c) H-(3

Which of the following decimal numbers
notation?

(a) 0.1

(b) o.2

(c) o'3

(d) 0.s

(b)

(d)

ttoil h [j-_)2n "\r + aJ

rroilh[ * ']

2n [r (r + o),/

51. Jras an exact representation in binary

Consider the following grarnmar :

S:: = AB

A:z=a

A:: = BaB

B:: = bbA

Which of the following is /alse? .

{a) The length of every string produced by the grammar is even '

(b) No string produced by the'grqmr_nar has an odd number of consecutive b's

(c) No string produced by the grammar has three consecutive a's

(d) Every string produced by the grammar has at least as many b's as a's

85/83
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53.

If D is the accepting state of the non-detertninistic finite automaton above, which of the

following does the autqmaton accept?

(a) ool

(b) r 1ol

(c) 0110o

(d) looroo

54.

' If a node in the binary search tree above is to be located by binary tree search, what is

the expected number of comparisons riquired to locate one of tlie items (nodes) in the

tree'chosen at random?

(a) l'75 
,

(b) 2

(c) 2.75

(d) 3.

SS. Suppose that {,{, 52, ..., Sry } is a set of ff frxed-length strings ordered alphabetically so

. time required to nna the location gf Si - 1, gven ttre location of Si, 1 S d < ffhas order

(a) 1

(b) tog, IV

(c) Iv

(d) /Vlog, IV

86/83
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Saction-{I

Answer ang twettY questions

SG.' Which one of the following methods cannotbe used to measure levels of expressed RNA

quantitativelY?

(a) Northern

(b) 3O cycles of RT-PCR

(c) RNase protection assay

(d) Primer extension

57. General suppressors of nonsense mutations map to

ta) RecA gene

(b) rRNA gene

(c). ribosomal Protein gene

- (d) IRNA gene

What is/are the molecule{s) that one may observe aJter immunoprecipitation of

chromatin using an antibody against beta subunit of RNA polyrnerase I'I?

(a) ni.fa polymerase subunits, DNA, tianscription factors

(b) Beta subunit of RNA PolYmerat$

(c) Beta subunit of RNA polymerase, DNA.

td) Beta subunit of RNA polymerase, DNA, s,piceosomal factors

87 /83
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59. A primer ertension e:cperiment was carricd out'"':g a primer f:"P i50 
position from

translational start eite. 11r" "tr.-oi 
tt" fragments-were found to be 1oo and 150

nucleotides. Ttre results sugge-st

(") I th" size of the S'-L}TR is 100

(b) the size of'the S'-IJIR is 50

(c) there is 
"o ry in this gene

. (d) there are *, ii,,' sites generating two difierent mRNAs with UTRs of 50 and 100

nucleotides

60. which one of the fotlowing molecules will get incorporated into a DNA molecule?

o
(d) ,ro-lf-o

A-

(a)

(q)

Define X, Y and Z with respect to the following figure regarding enlme kinetics :

(*_Slope = X

I
V;

(e)

(c)

Vo'o /Ky, 1/Vuu:t, 1/Ku

V*"r, /Ky, Vsp;j', Ky

Ky /Jaax, 1/vma,(' - 1/Ku

KM lvmr*; V-.t, Ky

.L
tsl

pl

(d)
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62.. A Drosophila male carrieg an X-linkcd temperature-scnsitive reccssive dlele that is
viable at 18 .G butlethal at 29 'C. Whet ser( ratio would be expected among the progeny

if the progeny were reared at 29 oC and the male were mated td a normal XX female?

(a) I

(b) I

(c) 1

(d) 1

4

3

2

1

6g. FURA 2 can be used to,measure and visuatize Ca+2 in live cells and in real time. It is

known that after fertilization, C"*2 levels go up in embryos. What kind of Ca+2 pattern

is visibte at post-fertilization using live cell imaging?

(a! Rapid rise and raPid fall

(b) Slow rise and slow f^llot'

(c) Slow rise and raPid fall

{d) Rapid rlse and no fall (constant lwe!

64. Mai"E is a diploid organism with 10 pairs of chro{qosomes. How many chromatid5 are

;r"*"i;;il ;6h""e of mitosis an{ metaphase I of meiobis of ccll division?

(al 1O and 2O

(b) 20 and 2O

(c) 40 and 4O

.(d) 10 and 1O

. 65. Suspension by vigorous shaking of soybean lecithin (a mixture of phospholipids) in
phosphate butfered saline liads to formation of

(a) black liPid membrane

I

{b} multilamellarliPosomqs

(c) unilamellar liPosomes

(d) liPid micelles
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66. e t.ooL solution of iron hydroxide Fepr[a with pH of '12'2 is to'be-prepared' what

*t*t i, grt* of FeiOF$, would be required to prepare this solution?

(a) 1 gm

(b) o.24 gm

(c) 0'563 gm

(d) o'987 gm

67. \Jfhich of the following partial derivatives is zero for an

(a) ldu /dtlu
(b) ldh ldtl P

(c) (ds /dtl p

(d) {dy ldt)r

68. To be Polar, a molecule

(a) must belong to Cr, Cn, ?'C", sYmmetry

(b) cannot have anY sYmmetry

(c) should have a Plane of sYmmetry

(d) None of the above

ide-al gas?

74.

69. Water and oil do not mix

(a) because theY rePel each other

(b) because water-water and oil-oil attraction are stronger than water-oil interaction

(c)becausewater-*aterrepulsionis.morethanoil-oilrepulsion

(d) None of the above

Iter. At 100 oc, as we iantinue h€ating, the temperature cioes not
You are heating water. At ruu -u' as wc curllrrruE rrsalrrr

increase immediatety. What happens?

(a) The heat is used to convert liquid water to the vapour phase

(b) The heat is used to increase the entropy of water

(c) The heat is used to increase the potential energr of water

td) The temperature actually inbreases continuously
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71. Which of the following compounds should have the highest boiling point?

NHo

cH+

Hzo

HF

72. The intermolecular attractive force between the molecules of ideal gas

(a) varies with inverse of distance between two r.nolecules

varies With inverse of the square of distance between two molecules

There is no attrac$vg intgraction in ideal gas

Not possible to say

The boiling points of halogens increase from F, to lr, What'type of intdrmolecular
interaction is responsible for this trend?

Permanent dipole

Ion-ion'

Londorr dispersion force

Ion-dipole
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74, What is the molecular Seom€try of XeF*?

(a) Tetrahedral

(b) Octahedrat

(d) Square PYramidal

77.

76.

The fotlowing integral signifies what?

I vi (r) vz(r) dc= o

(a) The normalization of a function

(b) The orthogonality of twq functions

(c) Expectation value sf an observable

(d) None of the above

lation is catalYzed bY
Peptide bond formation during trans

(a) pePtidY1-transferase

(b) RNA PolYmerase

{c) primase

(d) hexokinase

Bacteria protect themselves from viruses by fragmenting viral DNA ufon entry with

{a) ligases

(b) endonuctreases

(c) methylases

(d) vectors
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7a, RFLP can serve as marker to detect a epecific defective allele that caused genetic

disorder in humans

(a) if it is X-chromosome linked

(c) if it is closely linked to loci

(d) due to single base change in the defective allele t

?9. Inactive chromatin is caused by'

{a) methylation of histones

(b) methylation of DNA

(c) . DNA'and histgne methYlation

(d) acet5rlation of histones

80. Silent mutation in a gene refers to

{a} intermption of open reading frame by stop codon

(b) no chlnee in the activity of the encoded protein

(c) no change in amino acid sequence of tl:e encoded protein

(d) silencing gene expression
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